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What the f*** are we talking about?



GraalVM as a Polyglot Platform

Support for a large set of languages

Allow freeform mixing of code from any programming 
language in a single program, a.k.a "polyglot applications"
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Why I am thankful for Java



Code example #1: polyglot.js



Language Interoperability?



Rationale

The likelihood that a program is entirely written in a single 
language is lower than ever



Rationale

There exists no programming 
language that is best for all 
kinds of problems

High level 
programming 

languages

Low level 
programming 

languages

Object oriented semantics
Business algorithms

Pointer arithmetic
Raw memory accesses  



Rationale

Use the most suitable language for a given problem



Rationale

Gradually migrate existing projects from one language to 
another



Rationale “THAT LIBRARY IS NOT 
AVAILABLE IN MY LANGUAGE.     
I NEED TO REWRITE IT.”

“THAT LANGUAGE WOULD BE 
THE PERFECT FIT FOR MY 
PROBLEM, BUT WE CANNOT 
RUN IT IN OUR ENVIRONMENT.”

“THAT PROBLEM IS ALREADY 
SOLVED IN MY LANGUAGE, BUT 
THE LANGUAGE IS TOO SLOW.”

Reuse 
existing 
source 
code



Rationale
System

Software

Game
Development

Apple
Software

Data Science

Web 
Development

Military
& Space
Systems

Numerical
Computing

Finance

Cobol

Fortran ...



A brief history of language interoperability
HTML, CSS and JavaScript

Apple’s Swift and Objective-C

JRuby, Jython, Rhino, Nashorn

JNI

IronPython

Language bindings (Ex: Spark)

Existing approaches cater primarily to composing two specific languages, rather 
than arbitrary languages. 



GraalWasm

Languages supported

JVM Compiler Interface (JVMCI) JEP 243

Java HotSpot VM

Substrate VM

Graal Compiler

Truffle Framework

Sulong 
(LLVM)

Kotlin Scala Clojure

TruffleRuby FastR Graal.jsGraalPython



LLVM

Any 
language

Any 
architecture



How does it work?
*.js *.rb *.c

Sulong 
(LLVM)TruffleRubyGraal.js

Source code Application

Language 
Implementations

Compatible IR
(AST)

Truffle Framework

Graal Compiler Interpreter GC ...

Java HotSpot VM

Shared runtime Graal VM

OS



Abstract Syntax Tree (AST)

while (b != 0){
  if (a > b)
    a = a - b;
  else
    b = b - a;
}
return a;

statement 
sequence

while return

variable 
name: a

compare 
op: ≠

variable 
name: b

constant 
value: 0 branch

compare 
op: > assign assign

variable 
name: a

variable 
name: b

variable 
name: a

bin op
op: -

variable 
name: b

bin op
op: -

variable 
name: a

variable 
name: b

variable 
name: b

variable 
name: a



Abstract Syntax Tree (AST)
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Node class

execute()



Mixing languages: Here we are!
public static void main(String[] args) {
    try (Context context = Context.create()) {
        Value jsBindings = context.getBindings("js");
        jsBindings. putMember("a", 42);
        jsBindings. putMember("b", 96);
        context. eval("js",      
               "while (b != 0){   " +
               "  if (a > b)      " +
               "    a = a - b;    " +
               "  else            " + 
               "    b = b - a;    " +
               "}");
        int pgcd = jsBindings.getMember("a").asInt();
        assert pgcd == 6;
    }
}

Java AST

JS AST

Messages = {Read, Write, 
Execute, Unbox, IsNull}



Polyglot interoperability protocol: consisting of a set of standardized messages 
that every language implements and uses for foreign object access:

a. Seamless way to pass values from one language to another
b. No copying or marshalling
c. Achieve high performance when language boundaries are crossed
d. Most of the time there is no additional cost for crossing a language boundary at all

Polyglot messages Value class API Javadocs

Read

Write

Execute

Unbox

IsNull

Polyglot API



Polyglot API
● All language implementations in GraalVM can be accessed using GraalVM’s 

Polyglot API, which allows embedding guest programs into custom host 
programs.

● Interoperability between any combination of languages without requiring them 
to know of each other.

Host 
program

Guest
program

Polyglot API



“Write your own language”
Current situation How it is now with Truffle

Prototype a new language Prototype a new language in Java

Parser and language work to build syntax tree (AST), 
AST Interpreter

Parser and language work to build syntax tree (AST) 
Execute using AST interpreter

Write a “real” VM People start using it

In C/C++, still using AST interpreter, spend a lot of time 
implementing runtime system, GC, …

And it is already fast 
And it integrates with other languages 
And it has tool support, e.g., a debugger

People start using it

People complain about performance

Define a bytecode format and write bytecode 
interpreter

Performance is still bad

Write a JIT compiler, improve the garbage collector



Code example #2: GCD



Use case: validate inputs
“Whatever we do, we always end up 
inserting corrupted data into the system!” 

- The client

Validate inputs with following requirements:
1. Multiple entry points: UI, system to system 

interfaces, batch systems
2. In the client side: “fail fast” so that you won't waste 

the user's time, bandwidth and server-side 
resources 

3. The service layer can be requested from raw HTTP 
clients, and the inputs cannot be trusted

4. Enforce things at database level

Solution: replicate the validation logic at all 
levels of the multitiered architecture

Problem: ensuring input data is consistent 
with application expectations



Issues
● Experimental, MVP
● Polyglot dependency management (at project level)
● Polyglot API: boilerplate code
● Different Language Paradigms and Features:

○ Dynamic Typing vs. Static Typing
○ Object-Oriented vs. Non-Object Oriented Semantics
○ Explicit vs. Automatic Memory Management
○ Safe vs. Unsafe Memory Accesses
○ Thread management
○ GUI libraries



Conclusion

“Pick the most suitable language 

for a given part of a problem”



THANKS!
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Java compatibility

8 & 11



A hazardous comparison of micro-services and 
GraalVM

Micro-services GraalVM

Loosely coupled Tightly coupled

Fine grained Finer grained

API Polyglot interoperability protocol



Community vs Enterprise
Community Edition

Open Source from Github

GNU GPL v2 with “Classpath” exception, same 
as Java

Free to use for any purpose

No guarantees or support

Presence of all enterprise components

Enterprise Edition

GraalVM OTN License Agreement

Free for testing, evaluation, or for developing 
non-production applications

Subscription cost: per processor metric

Faster performance and smaller footprint

Enhanced security features

Managed capabilities for native code

24/7 support

https://github.com/oracle/graal
https://github.com/oracle/graal/blob/master/LICENSE
https://www.oracle.com/technetwork/licenses/graalvm-otn-license-5486575.html

